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Abstract. This paper deals with normalization of language data from
Early New High German. We describe an unsupervised, rule-based ap-
proach which maps historical wordforms to modern wordforms. Rules
are speci�ed in the form of context-aware rewrite rules that apply to
sequences of characters. They are derived from two aligned versions of
the Luther bible and weighted according to their frequency. Applying
the normalization rules to texts by Luther results in 91% exact matches,
clearly outperforming the baseline (65%). Matches can be improved to
93% by combining the approach with a word substitution list. If applied
to more diverse language data from roughly the same period, perfor-
mance goes down to 43% exact matches (baseline: 35%), and to 46%
using the combined method. The results show that rules derived from
a highly di�erent type of text can support normalization to a certain
extent.
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1 Introduction1

Historical language data di�ers from modern data in that there are no agreed-
upon, standardized writing conventions. Instead, characters and symbols used
by the writer of some manuscript in parts re�ect impacts as di�erent as spatial
constraints or dialect in�uences. This often leads to inconsistent spellings, even
within one text written up by one writer.2

The ultimate goal of our research is an automatic mapping from wordforms
from Early New High German (ENHG, 14th�16th centuries) to the correspond-
ing modern wordforms from New High German (NHG). Enriching the data with
modern wordform annotations facilitates further processing, e.g. by POS taggers,
and simpli�es wordform queries by other users working with the data.

The approach we pursue, �rst described in [2], is to derive character re-
placement rules from a parallel corpus we built from two freely available texts:

1 This is a revised and extended version of [1], evaluated on a larger test corpus than
the original paper. The research reported here was �nanced by Deutsche Forschungs-
gemeinschaft (DFG), Grant DI 1558/4-1.

2 Some of these characteristics in fact show up again in speci�c uses of modern lan-
guage, such as contributions in chat rooms.
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Luther's bible translation in the original ENHG version, and in a modernized
NHG version. The idea is to exploit these resources to derive normalization
rules that subsequently can be applied to historical texts which do not have
modernized editions. Compared to a simple wordlist substitution approach, the
rule-based method is able to capture generalizations and, consequently, to pro-
duce correct normalizations even for a number of wordforms which were not seen
during training.

In our evaluation, we compare performance of the rule-based approach, a
wordlist substitution method, and a combination of both. We apply those meth-
ods (i) to texts by Luther, and (ii) to further religious texts (which are less
similar to NHG than Luther's texts). It turns out that the wordlist substitution
method works suprisingly well, while a combined approach produces the best
results overall.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we introduce our data. Sec. 3
addresses the way we derive rewrite rules from the data, while Sec. 4 deals with
the application of the rules to generate modern wordforms. Sec. 5 presents the
comparative evaluation, Sec. 6 discusses related work and recent developments,
and Sec. 7 presents a conclusion.

2 Corpora

2.1 Luther Bible

In our approach, replacement rules are derived from a word-aligned parallel cor-
pus. A source that provides parallel texts in many languages, including historical
ones, is the bible. We retrieved two editions of the bible translated by Martin
Luther from the web3: the original ENHG version of the 1545 bible (which has
been enriched with modern punctuation), as well as a revised NHG version of
it, which uses modern spelling and replaces extinct words by modern ones.

We aligned the editions on the basis of verses, sentences, and words, using
the Gargantua toolkit [3] and the GIZA++ toolkit [4]. To minimize noise in
our system's input, alignment pairs with a length di�erence of more than �ve
characters were excluded from further processing. Since the two languages are
highly similar � around 65% of the pairs align identical wordforms � a length
di�erence of that magnitude rarely leads to meaningful alignments.

To assess the quality of the resulting word pairs, a small sample of 1,000
pairs of aligned non-identical wordforms was manually inspected by a student
assistant. Three types of mappings can be distinguished: The large majority
(61%) consists of correct, obvious mappings (such as vnd � und `and'). 30%
are word pairs that di�er with respect to in�ection or a�xing (e.g. truncken �

trunkenen `drunken', oben � obenan `on top'). The remaining pairs consist of
historically unrelated words.

For deriving replacement rules, obvious mappings are the perfect input. The
second type of mappings is still useful, to a certain extent: correct rules can be

3 http://www.sermon-online.de
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derived from the roots of the words; mapping of di�ering in�ection and a�xes,
however, should probably not be learned. The last type (which occurs rather
rarely) represents less useful input for our learning approach.

The resulting corpus consists of 550,000 aligned pairs of words or phrases.
We randomly picked 20% of the alignment pairs for a development corpus, which
was used for the development of the rule extraction and application processes
described below. Another 40% were afterwards used to extract the replacement
rules for the following experiments (= training corpus), and a �nal 20% were
picked for an evaluation corpus. We held back another 20% for additional future
evaluations.

The Luther bible serves us both as a source for deriving replacement rules
(from the training portion) as well as a text to apply the rules and map historical
wordforms to modern ones (the evaluation portion). Evaluation results from
applying the rules are presented in Sec. 5.

2.2 Anselm Corpus

In addition to Luther's texts, we evaluate the rules on other texts which show
considerably more variation than Luther's bible. The data consists of di�erent
manuscripts of the text �Interrogatio Sancti Anselmi de Passione Domini� (`Ques-
tions by Saint Anselm about the Lord's Passion'). The text contains a collection
of questions posed by Saint Anselm of Canterbury and answered by Saint Mary.
In the 14th�16th centuries, this text has been written up in various German di-
alects (from Upper, Central, and Low German), and transformed into long and
short prose and lyric versions. In total, there are more than 50 manuscripts and
prints, which makes the text an exceptionally broadly-documented resource.

These manuscripts are di�cult to use for deriving normalization rules, since
they are rather short (about 8,000 tokens on average for the entire Anselm cor-
pus), and also there is no modernized version available. While we experimented
on semi-automatic normalization with small amounts of manually annotated
training data later [5], the study reported here concerns the use of large amounts
of training data from available sources. We therefore decided to try to apply the
rules derived from the Luther bible to the Anselm corpus and evaluate their per-
formance on a set of manually normalized (i.e. modernized) data. We selected
four manuscripts from di�erent major dialectal regions to capture a broad range
of graphematic variation: Alemannic (alem), Bavarian (bav), West Central Ger-
man (wcg), and East Central German (ecg). With an average length of 6,200,
they are slightly smaller than the Anselm average, but since they are carefully
annotated with gold standard normalizations, they make a good sample set. The
normalizations were independently done by two student assistants and manually
revised by a historical linguist. For a detailed discussion of the treatment of
special writing conventions, refer to [5].

Di�erences between the dialects most prominently concern wordforms (e.g.
chind � kínt � kynt `child', geezzen � geſzen � geſſen `eaten') as well as word
order. Figure 1 shows the normalization of an exemplary passage from the alem
text.
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enhg: do min kint hatt geſſen das Iung maſz mit ſinen Iungren
nhg: da mein kind hatte gegessen das junge mahl mit seinen jüngern

as my child had eaten the young meal with his disciples

Fig. 1. Passage from the alem text and a word-by-word normalization (NHG)

3 Normalization Rules

We use a modi�ed algorithm for computing Levenshtein distance which not
only calculates the numerical edit distance, but also outputs the respective edit
operations (substitution, insertion, and deletion of single characters) that map
the strings to each other. Moreover, the record of edit operations was enriched
with information about the immediate context of the edited character. Ex. (1)
shows two sample edit operations, using the notation of phonological rewrite
rules.

(1) a. ε → h / j _ r

(`h' is inserted between `j' and `r')

b. v → u / # _ n

(`v' is replaced by `u' between the left word boundary (`#') and `n')

Determining the context for these edit operations is not straightforward,
because applying one rule can change the context for other rules. Since the
Levenshtein implementation applies the rules from left to right, we use the (new)
target word for the left context and the (unaltered) source word for the right
context.

Identity rules In addition to canonical replacement rules, our rule induction
algorithm also produces identity rules, i.e. rewrite rules that map a character
to itself. Identity rules re�ect the fact that words can remain unaltered when
mapped to their modernized forms, and many words are modi�ed by few char-
acters only. Identity rules and actual rewrite rules are intended to compete with
each other during the process of rewriting: whenever multiple rules are applica-
ble at the same position within a word, the rule that is ranked higher (according
to a ranking system described below) �wins� and is applied. If an identity rule is
ranked higher than a non-identity rule, this results in the character in question
not being modi�ed.

Sequence-based rules In a second step, we merge non-identity rules, resulting in
replacement rules that operate on sequences of characters. Whenever a series
of edits occurs at the same target or source position, we assume that this is
actually an insertion or deletion of a sequence of characters, such as an a�x.
Whenever edits occur at adjacent positions, we assume that it is a substitution
of a character sequence by another. By merging substitutions with adjacent
deletions/additions, we account for character sequences of variable length on
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each side of the rule.4 As an example, see Ex. (2), mapping jrem to ihrem `their'
(`s' is for substitution, `=' means identity mapping).

(2)

Input j r e m

Operations s = = =
Output ih r e m

Epsilon identity rules In the system developed so far, insertion rules are rather
di�cult to handle. In generating modern wordforms by means of the rewrite
rules (see Sec. 4), they tend to apply in an uncontrollable way, garbling the
words in the process. This is due to the fact that the conditions for the applica-
tion of insertion rules are less speci�c: while substitutions and deletions require
the left hand side (LHS) of the rule and the context to match in the source
word, insertions are constrained by their two context characters only, since the
LHS of the rule is empty. At word boundaries, the problem gets even worse,
since only one context side is speci�ed here. Furthermore, substitution and dele-
tion rules compete against the identity rules for their LHS, which restricts their
application�but no similar competitor exists so far to curb the application of
insertion rules. We therefore introduced the concept of epsilon identity rules:

(3) ε → ε / e _ n

These rules are taken to mean that no insertion should be performed in the
respective context. Just as the identity rules described above are supposed to
compete with actual rewrite rules, epsilon identity rules compete with actual
insertion rules to determine whether or not an insertion should take place. That
way, they restrict the actual insertion of characters. Derivation of these rules is
relatively straightforward: after all replacement rules for an alignment pair have
been generated, an epsilon identity rule is created for each position where no
insertion has taken place.

Ranking of the rules Applying the rule induction algorithm to the development
corpus yielded about 1.1 million rule instances (training corpus: 2.2 million)
of about 6,500 di�erent types (training: 7,902). These were sorted and ranked
according to their frequency. Table 1 lists sample instances of rules. Not surpris-
ingly, none of the top-ranked rules actually modi�es the input word. Rank 6 is
taken by the �rst rule that maps some real character rather than ε to itself (iden-
tity rules, `='). Rank 20 features the most frequently-seen substitution rule (`s'),
rank 176 the �rst deletion (`�'), rank 239 the �rst insertion rule (`+'). The bot-
tom part of the table lists frequent sequence-based rules. The rule ranked 605th
shows that the algorithm can also produce 1:N mappings, i.e. rules which map
one input word to several output words. It inserts a whitespace followed by `d'
in a certain context, which applies in mappings such as soltu � sollst du `should
you', where soltu represents a contraction of verb and pronoun.

4 Identity rules are excluded from the merging process. Otherwise, merging would
result in mappings of entire words instead of character sequences, basically identical
to a word substitution list.
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Table 1. Sample rankings and
rules

Rank Freq. Rule

= 1 24,867 ε → ε / n _ #
= 2 18,213 ε → ε / e _ r
= 3 18,200 ε → ε / e _ n
= 4 17,772 ε → ε / # _ d
= 5 14,871 ε → ε / r _ #
= 6 14,853 n → n / e _ #

s 20 8,448 v → u / # _ n
� 176 1,288 f → ε / u _ f
+ 239 932 ε → l / o _ l

156 1,443 j → ih / # _ r
272 796 j → ih / # _ n
329 601 j → ih / # _ m
605 263 ε →  d / t _ u
879 142 ss → ÿ / o _ e

Table 2. Example mappings from the
Luther bible and the Anselm texts.

Original Auto

Old Modernized

Bible jrem ihrem X
vmbher umher X
soltu sollst du X
gemachen gemächern †gemächer

Anselm etleich etliche X
gessen gegessen X
vnse unsere †unser
vrouwe frau *vrouwe
zitt zeit *zittern

Both vnd und X

4 Generating Normalized Wordforms

Automatically normalizing ENHG texts is done on a word-by-word basis, i.e.
the input of the normalizing process is always a single word form. Words are
processed from left to right; for each position within a word, applicable edit
rules are determined. As with the rule extraction process, the left context is
matched against the output already generated up to that point, while the right
context is always matched against the input word. If a rule is applied, its right-
hand side is appended to the output string, and the next character from the
input word is processed. The process continues until the end of the word has
been reached.

Rules with sequences of characters on the left-hand side (LHS) are applicable
at the position of their �rst LHS character. In that case, if the rule is applied,
processing continues with the next character that is not part of the LHS. If there
is no applicable rule for a given position in a word, the character at that position
is left unchanged and processing continues with the next character.

Epsilon rules Epsilon rules, as explained in Sec. 3, are supposed to signify
whether or not an insertion between two characters should be performed. In
order for this to work, only one epsilon rule can be applied between any two
given characters, or otherwise multiple�possibly in�nite�insertions could take
place. This is achieved by treating epsilon like an ordinary letter with regard to
the LHS of rules, and preprocessing words so that exactly one epsilon is placed
between each character and at word boundaries. For example, the input word
jrem `their' is converted internally to the following form:

(4) # ε j ε r ε e ε m ε #
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Now, whenever an epsilon rule is applied, the read/write head moves to the
next character, so that no other epsilon rule can be applied at the same time
in the same position. Note that this does not generally prevent the insertion of
multiple characters, as those are merged into sequences during rule extraction.
Of course, epsilon characters have to be ignored for all purposes except for the
LHS of replacement rules; in particular, they do never contribute to rule contexts
or prevent the recognition of character sequences.

Selecting an output variant For each character and its context within a word,
there will usually be a number of applicable rules to choose from. Therefore,
several output variants can usually be generated from one input word. As our
aim is to generate exactly one (modernized) form for each input word, a decision
has to be made about which variant to choose. To this end, each generated variant
is assigned a probability score.5 The probability of a replacement rule is de�ned
as its frequency divided by the sum of all rule frequencies. Word probability is
calculated from the probabilities of the rules that were used to generate it; for
this, we use the weighted harmonic mean, with the length of the LHS as weights.
If the LHS contains a sequence, length is counted including additional epsilons
between each character. This way, all variants generated from the same input
word have the same total weight, regardless of whether sequence-based rules
were used or not.

Additionally, to block the generation of nonsense words, all generated vari-
ants are checked against a dictionary. From all variants that are covered by the
dictionary, the one with the highest probability score is then selected as the
output form. If no variant can be generated in this way, the input word is left
unchanged. In the evaluation presented below, we used all wordforms from the
modernized Luther bible as our dictionary. This skews the results slightly in our
favor when normalizing the 1545 bible text. Using a dictionary with wordforms
from current newspaper texts, however, turned out problematic, since abbrevia-
tions, typos, etc., result in too many false positives with the dictionary lookup,
and the vocabulary of newspaper texts di�ers considerably from religious texts.

Table 2 lists sample mappings from both the Luther and the Anselm corpus.
`X' marks correctly generated wordforms, `*' marks incorrect ones. Wordforms
marked `†' are useful normalizations with wrong in�ection, currently counted as
incorrect. 6

Wordlist substitution An alternative approach to normalization is the idea of
using bilingual wordlists. In order to compare the rule-based method to a pure
wordlist-based approach, we created a wordlist from the Luther training corpus.
The wordlist maps each historical wordform to the modern wordform that it is
most often aligned with. Using this method, normalized wordforms are generated

5 As an alternative method, we tried always selecting the rule with the highest fre-
quency, which we found to be an inferior approach during evaluation. For details,
see [2].

6 Note that we ignore capitalization for the time being.
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by substituting an old wordform with its modern counterpart as speci�ed in the
wordlist. If a word is not in the list, it is left unchanged.

Finally, we also tried a combination of both approaches. Here, the wordlist
substitution is always tried �rst, with the rule-based method being applied only
if the historical wordform is not found in the wordlist.

5 Evaluation

For evaluation, we generated normalized forms of all historical wordforms and
compared them to their modernized counterparts. For each text, there is a num-
ber of words which do not di�er at all between old and modernized versions
(column �Original� in Table 3). This is the baseline for our evaluation; any nor-
malizing process that results in less than that number of matches has done more
harm than good, and it would be better to leave all words unchanged. Full
evaluation results are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Identical tokens before (= �Original�) and after normalization

Tokens Original Normalization

Rules Wordlist Both

Luther
All 109,972 64.71% 91.00% 91.98% 92.93%

Unknowns 2,911 40.88% 76.88% 40.88% 76.88%

Anselm

alem 8,201 39.06% 48.81% 49.02% 51.35%
bav 4,630 47.00% 57.84% 59.46% 60.74%
wcg 7,409 33.84% 41.64% 43.53% 44.28%
ecg 4,705 23.80% 32.88% 30.07% 35.24%

Harmonic mean � 35.42% 42.55% 42.58% 45.68%

5.1 Luther Bible

Before normalization, the ratio of identical tokens in the historical and the mod-
ernized text of the Luther bible is 64.71%, i.e., only a third of all wordforms even
di�er at all. Table 3 shows that our method increases that match ratio to 91.00%,
which is a signi�cant increase from the baseline. Our normalization approach is
not only successful in changing historical forms to modern ones, but also in cor-
rectly leaving most of the word forms (about 99%) unchanged that do not need
to be changed, as a separate evaluation showed. The pure wordlist substitution
method achieves 91.98%, which is slightly�but signi�cantly (p < 0.005)�better.

In order to evaluate the overlap between both methods, and to better assess
the bias of using the same type of text for rule training, rule application, and
deriving the dictionary, a separate evaluation was done on word pairs that were
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not seen during training (`Unknowns'). The wordlist-based approach cannot nor-
malize any of those wordforms, as they have not been previously learned. The
rule-based method, on the other hand, still achieves a considerable increase in
matching pairs. Consequently, combining both methods yields the best results
(92.93%) for the Luther text.

5.2 Anselm Corpus

The ratio of identical tokens before normalization (= the baseline) in the Anselm
texts is only 35.42% on average. This is an indicator that these texts di�er signif-
icantly more from New High German than Luther's bible�at least in spelling.
Consequently, the mean match ratio after normalization is also considerably
lower (42.55%). While this is far from optimal, the increase is still notable, and
both methods outperform the baseline for every text. Judging from the normal-
ized wordforms, at least some of the normalization rules learned from the Luther
bible can be successfully applied to Anselm texts. This becomes apparent from
non-trivial word pairs such as li� � lief `ran', which are correctly normalized
even though they do not appear in the training corpus, so the wordlist does not
cover them.

In all texts except ecg, the wordlist approach performs better than the
rule-based approach, by a rather small margin (between 0.21�1.89 percentage
points). The harmonic means of the ratios of correct (i.e. identical) tokens show
only negligible di�erence between the rule-based and the wordlist approach. The
combination of both methods, again, yields the best results, outperforming the
individual methods by 0.75�5.17 percentage points. This indicates that the ap-
proaches complete each other to a certain extent, when one succeeds where the
other fails.

Table 4. Number of tokens with character sequences for which no applicable rule has
been learned

Tokens Tokens w/o rule

alem 8,201 2,108 25.70%
bav 4,630 723 15.62%
wcg 7,409 2,735 36.91%
ecg 4,705 2,174 46.21%

Harmonic mean � � 25.61%

ecg is the only text where the rule-based approach outperforms the wordlist
approach. From the four Anselm manuscripts, this text seems most dissimilar
to the Luther text as far as spelling is concerned, cf. Table 4. Table 4 shows the
number of tokens for which not a single normalized variant can be generated
because, at some point during the process, a situation arises where no character
edit rule can be applied. This means the respective token contains at least one
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character trigram that was not seen in the training data. ecg has the highest
amount of such tokens: almost half of its tokens are concerned (46.21%).

By comparison of Tables 3 and 4, we observe a strong correlation between
the amount of applicable rules from training data, and overall accuracy. bav and
alem, the texts with the highest accuracy after normalization, have the lowest
amounts of unseen contexts. ecg, the text with the lowest accuracy, has the
highest amount. These �ndings indicate that close relatedness of training and
evaluation data is more important than large amounts of training data (this is
also con�rmed by [5]).

Note that we currently only count identical tokens as correct normalization.
Some words produce sensible normalizations, but do not match their aligned
form because of a di�erence in in�ection: vnse `our' is normalized to the mascu-
line/neutral form unser, but aligned with the feminine form unsere.

Another di�erence concerns tokenization. As shown in Sec. 2, the rewrite
rules for Luther include modernization of tokenization by inserting of spaces.
The Anselm texts on the other hand have already been modernized with regard
to token boundaries before the manual normalization takes place. This means
that the rule-based approach sometimes incorrectly introduces token boundaries,
e.g. modernizing allerlibste `dearest' to aller liebste. In these cases, the normal-
ization is still useful, but does not count as a match in our evaluation, thereby
downgrading the results.

However, in many other cases, the source words contain spelling character-
istics which do not occur in the bible text and therefore could not be learned.
A typical example would be vrouwe, which should normalize to frau `woman'.
The spelling v for f seems to occur quite frequently in the ecg text, but only
very rarely in the Luther bible: the appropriate rule (5) was learned exactly once
from the training corpus.

(5) v → f / # _ r

Similarly, there are no rules which would transform ou into au, as this spelling
does not occur at all in Luther. Again, this spelling is a characteristic feature of
the ecg text, which could be one of the reasons why this text performs worst in
our evaluation. Note, however, that ecg shows the strongest synergy between
the rule-based and the wordlist approaches.

6 Related Work and Recent Developments

Research in NLP for historical texts is very active, and spelling normalization
as described in our paper is still state-of-the-art for the processing of this type
of data [6].

Since the original publication of our paper, we expanded upon the idea of
combining normalization methods by creating the Norma tool [7], which im-
plements wordlists, rule-based normalization, and a third method based on a
modi�ed Levenshtein distance. More importantly, though, we moved away from
using the Luther bible as training data for our normalization methods, and use
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small fragments of in-domain training data instead. We also started to investi-
gate the usefulness of normalization for part-of-speech tagging [8].

Another tool for spelling normalization is VARD [9], which implements its
own normalization algorithms speci�cally targeted at Early Modern English,
and o�ers an interface for editing and correcting the automatically normalized
wordforms. While it can theoretically be adapted to other languages, we found
it to perform worse than our Norma tool in a later experiment [7].

Rule-based normalization techniques similar, albeit not identical, to ours have
been used for historical Dutch [10] and Swedish [11]. A project working on texts
from Old Spanish [12] uses edit transducers to model the underlying rewrite
rules. Work by Jurish [13] on historical German from 1780�1880 is still notable
for including token context in the normalization process, contrary to most other
approaches which only operate on wordform types. A di�erent, yet promising
recent approach is the application of statistical machine translation techniques
on a character level [14, 15].

7 Conclusion

We showed that using only unsupervised learning, a minimum of knowledge engi-
neering, and freely available resources, it is possible to map historical wordforms
to their modern counterparts with a high success rate. With Luther's bible, the
rule-based method performs far better than the baseline, and a combination of
this method and the wordlist-based method was shown to produce signi�cantly
better results than one method alone.

Applying the rule-based method to a di�erent type of text results in rather
low performance. It turns out that substantial variations in spelling, as they oc-
cur in the Anselm texts, are problematic for the rule-based approach, as it cannot
normalize character-context sequences that have not been previously learned.
However, the combination of wordlists and rules shows that the coverage of both
methods is not the same, and including rule-based normalization is still useful.

The Anselm data seems to suggest that abstracting the rules from their
speci�c contexts could be bene�cial in some cases, e.g., to cover common substi-
tutions like tz by z or u by v, which are common variants in ENHG. This way,
the rules derived from the Luther bible could be generalized and would apply
to a wider range of character-context sequences. In later work [7], we included a
distance-based normalization approach that tries to address this issue.

Furthermore, our later research [7] showed that using small amounts of in-
domain training data (as opposed to only using the Luther bible for training)
improves performance dramatically. Also, normalization using a combination
of methods always performed better with the rule-based method than without
it. Therefore, even though the initial scores reported here are rather low, the
rule-based normalization approach continues to be an important part of our
normalization method.
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